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TV LISTINGS

NATPE BUDAPEST INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITOR DIRECTORY
Complete listings for the companies in bold can be found in this edition of TV Listings.

A+E Networks
Aardman Animations
About Premium Content
ABS-CBN Corporation
all3media international
Allspark
Armoza Formats
ATV
Autentic Distribution
Banijay Rights
Bavaria Media International
BBC Studios
Berserk Media
Blue Ant Media
Boat Rocker Rights
Bonneville Distribution
Breakthrough Entertainment
Broken Arrow Media
CAKE
Calinos Entertainment
Caracol Internacional
Carsey-Werner Television Distribution
CBC
CBS Studios International
Central Partnership
China Pavilion
Cineflix Rights
Cloudco Entertainment
Concord Media/TMI
Cyber Group Studios
Daro Film Distribution
Deutsche Welle
DHX Media
Discovery
Dori Media Group
DRG
Drive
Dynamic Television
Earth Touch
Eccho Rights
Electric Entertainment
Entertainment One
Ezel Yapım
FCCE
Federation
Film & Picture
FilmExport Group
France TV Distribution
Fred Media
Fremantle
Gaumont
Global Agency
Global Screen
Globo
GPM ETV
GRB Studios
Hat Trick International
HRT / Croatian Radiotelevision
Imagina International Sales
Intellecta
Inter Medya
Jetpack Distribution
Kanal D International
Keshet International
Kew Media Distribution

Suite 224
Suite 245B
MT 40
MT 35
Suite 221
MT 51
MT 29
Suite 218
MT 10
VB 45 & 46
VB 33
Suite 209 & 210
Suite 246A
MT 33
MT 39
VB 39
Suite 248A
MT 16
Suite 244A
Suite 223
Stand 6
Suite 245A
MT 34
Duna II
MT 17
Stand 1
VB 41
MT 37
MT 25
VB 8
Suite 251A
MT 19
VB 36
Suite 250B
MT 28
VB 37
MT 2
MT 36
MT 7
Stand 2
MT 1
VB 43
Suite 246B
MT 3
VB 21
MT 41
Suite 247A
MT 42
Suite 251B
Suite 222
VB 20
Suite 217
Suite 227
VB 1
VB 18
MT 18
MT 13
VB 19
Suite 249B
MT 15
Stand 7
MT 11
Suite 219
MT 22
VB 32

Kwanza
Lagardère Studios Distribution
Lionsgate Entertainment
MADD Entertainment
MarVista Entertainment
Media Group Ukraine
Mediaset Distribution
Mediatoon Distribution
MGM Television
MISTCO
Mondo TV
Monster Entertainment
NBCUniversal International Distribution
Newen Distribution
NTV Broadcasting Company
Off The Fence
One Life Studios
ORF-Enterprise
Parade Media
Paramount Pictures
Passion Distribution
Premiere Entertainment
ProgramBuyer
Pure Flix / Quality Flix
Rai Com
Rajshri Entertainment
Red Arrow Studios International
Red Bull Media House
Russian Ballets
Russia Television and Radio
Shemaroo Entertainment
Signal Media
sntv
Sonar Entertainment
Star Contents
Star Media
Studio 100 Media / m4e
Studio Hamburg Enterprises
STUDIOCANAL
STUDIOCANAL TV
Superights
Talpa Global
Televisa Internacional
Toei Animation
True Colours
TRX
Turner
TV Tokyo Corporation
TVF International
TVN
Twofour Rights
U.S. Agency for Global Media
Viacom18/IndiaCast
Viacom International Studios
Vivendi Entertainment
WAG Entertainment
Warner Bros. Entertainment
Warner Bros. International TV Distribution
Wild Bunch
X-Media Digital
YLE
ZDF Enterprises
ZEE
Zoomin.TV

MT 44
MT 45
Suite 214
Suite 225
VB 24
Suite 248B
VB 2
VB 12
Suite 220
Stand 4
MT 24
MT 20
Duna III & IV
MT 46
MT 38
MT 27
VB 15
Suite 203
MT 12
VB 38 & 44
MT 50
VB 35
VB 25
VB 23
Suite 202
VB 14
Stand 5
MT 5
Suite 247B
MT 9
Suite 249A
VB 26
MT 23
VB 28
Suite 250A
MT 8
VB 34
VB 42
VB 6
VB 9
MT 47
VB 27
Suite 216
MT 14
VB 40
VB 29
VB 31
Stand 3
MT 6
MT 4
MT 21
VB 30
VB 17
Suite 229
MT 48
MT 26
Suite 211
Suite 212
MT 49
MT 32
MT 31
Suite 228
VB 3
MT 30

Source: NATPE. Information correct as of 6/3/2019
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ABS-CBN Corporation
all3media international

4

ATV
CAKE
Calinos Entertainment
Caracol Internacional
Cyber Group Studios

ABS-CBN CORPORATION
O (632) 415-2272
m internationalsales@abs-cbn.com

w www.abs-cbn.com/internationalsales

NATPE Budapest Stand: MT 35
Contact: Laarni J. Yu, sales head, EMEA.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The General’s Daughter (Action drama)
Rhian Bonifacio, a military nurse in the
Armed Forces of the Philippines, was
trained to be a spy in the army by her adoptive father to seek revenge against their
mortal enemy, a high-ranking general.

5

Dori Media Group
Fremantle
Gaumont
Global Agency

6

GMA Worldwide
GRB Studios
Imagina International Sales
Inter Medya
Kanal D International

7

Mobius.Lab Productions
Mondo TV
Monster Entertainment
ORF-Enterprise
Record TV

8

Riki Group
Russia Television and Radio/Sovtelexport
Studio 100 & m4e
Terra Mater Factual Studios

9

ZDF Enterprises

Edward, played by Tom Hollander, track
down his missing niece.
Cheat (Drama, 4x60 min.) From awardwinning Two Brothers Pictures and starring
Katherine Kelly and Molly Windsor. A case
of academic deception triggers a devastating sequence of events.
Diary of an Uber Driver (Drama, 6x30
min. & format) Based on the popular blog.
Ben learns from his passengers’ stories to
piece together his place in the world.
Celebrity Call Centre (Format, 60 min.
eps.) A call center like no other, where the
phone lines are manned entirely by celebrities. Our team of all-star agony aunts are
on standby to advise members of the public on their problems.
Can I Be Your Grandma? (Format, 60
min. eps.) Lonely seniors, who have no
family of their own or rarely see their children and grandchildren, are linked to families who are yearning for grandparents.
Race Across the World (Format, 60
min. eps.) Five pairs race from point A to B

Ricardo Seguin Guise
Publisher
Anna Carugati
Group Editorial Director

A Mother’s Guilt
Los Bastardos (Family drama) Don
Roman sires five sons from five different
women; their lives will become intertwined
when they start learning the truth about
their identities.
Betrayal (Drama/romance) Tells the story
of Lino and Jacky and their star-crossed
love for each other, which began when they
were still children.
The Heiress (Drama) Following the
demise of their once-solid relationship, former lovers Romina and Carlos end up marrying different partners who bring them
from rags to riches, all while triggering a
complicated situation.
A Mother’s Guilt (Drama) Sonya Alipio is
a selfless single mother whose world
revolves around her family. While she does
everything she can for them, she focuses
on her son Paco, who was born with a
heart condition.

ALL3MEDIA
INTERNATIONAL
O (44-20) 7845-4350
m international@all3media.com

w www.all3mediainternational.com
NATPE Budapest Suite: 221
Contact: Ben Packwood, snr. sales mgr.,
EMEA North; Debra Bergg, sales mgr.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Feed (Drama, 10x60 min.) Implanted
into people’s brains, The Feed allows users
to share information instantly. But when
things turn murderous, the technology’s
inventor and his family struggle to control
his creation.
Baptiste (Drama, 6x60 min.) From Harry
and Jack Williams comes new drama starring Tchéky Karyo as the insightful but
stubborn investigator Julien Baptiste helping
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Mansha Daswani
Editor
Kristin Brzoznowski
Executive Editor
Chelsea Regan
Alison Skilton
Associate Editors
Victor L. Cuevas
Production & Design Director
Phyllis Q. Busell
Art Director
Simon Weaver
Online Director
Dana Mattison
Senior Sales & Marketing Manager
Genovick Acevedo
Sales & Marketing Assistant
Andrea Moreno
Business Affairs Manager

Ricardo Seguin Guise
President
Anna Carugati
Executive VP
Mansha Daswani
Associate Publisher & VP of
Strategic Development
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without flying. With limited funds and no
phones, it’s the ultimate globe-trotting
expedition. Who will make it?

The Feed
Ski A&E (Factual, 10x60 min.) Follow the
dedicated team of emergency rescuers and
doctors who help save lives, limbs and holidays at Val Thorens, deep in the heart of
the French Alps.
Generation Porn (Factual, 3x60 min.)
This landmark documentary series
explores the influence of the modern porn
“epidemic” through the people who watch
it, star in it and control it.

ATV
O (90-212) 381-2848
m info@atvdistribution.com

w www.atvdistribution.com

NATPE Budapest Suite: 218
Contact: Müge Akar, content sales deputy
mgr.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Hercai (Drama, 160x45 min., S1 ongoing)
Reyyan and Miran try to appreciate their
love despite all obstacles.

weapons smuggling syndicate, attempts to
hold his family together and survive without
choosing between his wife and his mistress.
Don’t Leave Me (Drama, 147x45 min., S2
ongoing) Arzu, her husband Cengiz and her
two sons, Tarik and Emre, live together in
Ankara.
Love and Hate (Drama, 280x45 min.) Ali,
who spent his youth in prison and didn’t
learn to love, and Mavi, who never loved
anyone, get to know each other only by the
letters they exchange. Now it’s time to meet
face to face.
Orphan Flowers (Drama, 388x45 min.)
Eylül is left in an orphanage. While bad
days are ahead of her, she manages to
form good friendships.
Wedlock (Drama, 137x45 min.) A lie told
by a desperate mother for her child turns
lives upside down.
She Was Pretty (Romantic drama,
28x120 min.) Childhood sweethearts find
each other again as adults.
Stolen Life (Drama, 100x45 min.) A
young woman loses her life and Asiye takes
on that identity. But her past will never stop
chasing her.

CAKE
O (44-207) 307-3230
m info@cakeentertainment.com

w www.cakeentertainment.com

NATPE Budapest Suite: 244A
Contact: Julien Farçat, sales mgr.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Treasure Trekkers (Kids 4-7, 52x11
min.) The intrepid adventures of three heroic mouse-sized adventurers, who are
tasked with protecting the priceless artifacts of the world while learning that the
most precious treasures of friendship,
kindness and respect, come from within.
My Knight and Me (Kids 6-11 animation,
52x11 min.) Jimmy the Squire, best friend
Cat and chivalrous Henri of Orange make
the Dark Ages a little lighter and a lot more
fun in this medieval comedy.
Angry Birds on the Run (Kids 8-12 &
family live-action comedy, 2x22 min./4x11
min.) Three Angry Birds plushies are
suddenly cast out of their game and find
themselves in the real world, a strange and
unfamiliar environment where nothing
makes sense.
Olobob Top (Preschool animation, 78x5
min./39x11 min.) Tib, Lalloo and Bobble
work together combining shapes, colors
and patterns to create a new character who
joins in their fun in this interactive series.

Pablo (Preschool animation, 104x11 min.)
Pablo, a 5-and-a-half-year-old boy who is
on the autism spectrum, turns his life challenges into imaginative drawings to help
him face the real world with confidence.
Kiri and Lou (Preschool animation, 52x5
min.) Kiri, a feisty little dinosaur, and Lou, a
gentle and thoughtful creature, navigate a
forest of feelings with laughter, song and
adventure. Voiced by Jemaine Clement
(Flight of the Conchords, Moana).
Mighty Mike (Kids 6-12 animation, 78x7
min.) Non-dialogue slapstick comedy featuring a refined pug who longs for a quiet
life but is instead forced to defend his
house from a bunch of furry intruders.
Space Chickens in Space (Kids 6-12
animation, 52x11 min.) Surreal sci-fi comedy in which a trio of chicken siblings are
mistakenly taken from their homes and
enrolled in an elite intergalactic academy.
Total Dramarama (Kids 6-12 animation,
52x11 min.) The prequel to the multi-awardwinning franchise reintroduces favorite cast
members and ages them down from
teenagers to toddlers with hilarious results.
Kiddets (Preschool animation, 52x11
min.) Sister series to The WotWots, the
Kiddets are learning to become space
explorers who will one day go on a mission
to investigate other planets.

CALINOS
ENTERTAINMENT
m marketing@calinos.com

w www.calinosentertainment.com
NATPE Budapest Suite: 223
Contact: Firat Gulgen, chmn.; Asli Serim
Guliyev, intl. sales dir.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Revival (Drama, ongoing) Kemal wakes
after almost ten years in a coma. The longawaited reunion with his family will not be
as he expected.

Lifeline (Drama, 69x45 min., S2 ongoing)
Sold to a businessman as a child bride,
Nefes suffers at the hands of her husband’s
abuse.
Foster Mother (Drama, 45x45 min.) Alev
is sent to prison after trying to kill her baby.
When Alev is released, she will have to fight
her sister, who raised the child, to get her
daughter back.
Grand Family (Drama, 283x45 min., S4
ongoing) Hizir, a high-ranking member of a

Treasure Trekkers

(571) 6430-430

m sales@caracoltv.com.co

w www.caracolinternacional.com
NATPE Budapest Stand: 6
Contact: Paloma Garcia, intl. sales dir.,
Europe & Africa.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Queen and The Conqueror (Series,
60x60 min.) The amazing love story that
brings together Catalina, a female icon in
the time of the conquest, and Pedro de
Heredia, the conqueror who would establish the city of Cartagena, betray his love
and break her heart.

The Queen and The Conqueror
Living to Love (Series, 60x60 min.) Irene
Romero, leading vocalist of the group Los
Milagrosos, meets the mechanic Joaquín
Herrera. They soon realize they cannot live
without each other, but their fight to be
together will be intense and painful.
The Road to Love (Series, 60x60 min.)
La Chiqui, the youngest daughter of a family of truck drivers, works hard to make it in
a world where macho men rule.

CYBER GROUP STUDIOS
O (33-1) 5556-3232/
(1-424) 341-4910

w www.cybergroupstudios.com

Our Story

Hercai

CARACOL INTERNACIONAL
O (1-305) 960-2018/

Forbidden Fruit (Drama, ongoing) Yıldız
and Zeynep are two sisters who are very
close but have very different life goals:
Zeynep wants a successful career while
Yıldız is looking for a rich man who would
save her from her low-income life.
Our Story (Drama/romance, ongoing) In
one of the poorest neighborhoods in Istanbul,
Filiz has become the mother of the family,
looking after her five younger siblings and
her useless alcoholic father.
Woman (Drama, ongoing) After the sudden death of her husband, Bahar, living
alone with her children, is surprised by the
sudden appearance of the mother who
abandoned her as a child and her extremely
eclectic sisters.

NATPE Budapest Stand: VB 08
Contact: Michèle Massonnat, snr. sales mgr.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Sadie Sparks (Kids 6-11 CGI-2D comedy,
52x11 min.) A teenage girl who just wants to be
popular discovers she has extraordinary powers—which can only be harnessed in partnership with an ancient and extremely grumpy
magical rabbit who just wants to retire.
Gigantosaurus (Kids 4-6 CGI-2D adventure comedy, 52x11 min.) Stars four young
dinosaur friends who are about to leave the
family and explore a world full of mysteries
and danger.
Taffy (Kids 6-12 2D comedy, 78x7 min.)
Follows the non-stop, slapstick extravaganza faced by loyal hound dog Bentley
when his billionaire old lady owner Mrs.
Muchmore takes in an imposter posing as
a wide-eyed, fluffy angora cat.
Ernest and Rebecca (Kids 5-8 2D comedy, 52x13 min.) Adapted from the comic
strip by Guillaume Bianco and Antonello
Dalena (published by Le Lombard), tells the
story of Rebecca and her “microbe” Ernest,
who becomes her best friend and protector
after giving her a cold.

GET DAILY NEWS ON KIDS’ PROGRAMMING

SUBSCRIBE HERE: SUBSCRIPTIONS.WS
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views triggered by web content that anyone
can easily access online.
The Best of All (Shiny-floor game show)
Is the average answer from a large group of
people always closer to the right result than
one person’s answer? This game will test
that theory.
Complicated (Drama, 10x30 min.) Ran is
twice-divorced, has three beautiful daughters from various angry mothers and only
one bank account that is slowly dwindling
away. But he still believes he can find the
perfect love.

Sadie Sparks
Mini Ninjas (Kids 6-12 CGI-2D adventure
comedy, 104x11 min.) Discover a new generation of 12-year-old ninjas, trained by the
wise (and rather eccentric) Ninja Master to
defend the Land Below the Clouds from the
warlord Ashida.
The Pirates Next Door (Kids 6-10 CGI2D comedy, 52x11 min.) At Dull-on-Sea,
quiet life is suddenly turned upside down
by the appearance of a family of pirates.
Zak Jinks (Kids 6-10 2D adventure comedy,
52x13 min.) Follows the adventures of its
eponymous hero, Zak. For Zak, school,
street and home are all perfect settings for
mischief-making.
Zou (Kids 3-6 CGI comedy, 156x11 min.)
Now in season three, follow the daily life of
a 5-year-old Zebra Zou and his extended
zebra family. Full of curiosity and love, Zou
is now old enough to start becoming his
own person.
Zorro the Chronicles (Kids 6-12 CGI adventure) Introduces a teenage Don Diego, who
faces the greatest challenge of his life as he
fights for justice against numerous unscrupulous, and well-armed, tyrants.
Tom Sawyer (Kids 6-12 CGI adventure,
26x22 min.) Tom Sawyer is a hero who
teaches kids to think for themselves and
navigate childhood.

DORI MEDIA GROUP
O (41-43) 817-7050
m sales@dorimedia.com

w www.dorimedia.com,
www.dorimediadistribution.com
NATPE Budapest Stand: MT 28
Contact: Camila Premet, sales mgr., Dori
Media Distribution Argentina.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
La Entrega (The Drop) (Crime/thriller,
10x50 min.) A series about the huge number of people who go missing in Bolivia,
revealing a world of power games, sex
cravings and violence.
Power Couple (Reality format) Puts love
to the test like you’ve never seen before as
eight couples face extreme challenges that
will test how well they really know each other.
Crash the Stars (Todos Contra Mi) (Quiz
show) A quiz show where a contestant faces
eight famous stars (a stable cast) and tries to
eliminate them to win the jackpot.
Shepherd (Crime/thriller, S1-3: 72x60
min.) A police dog becomes key to solving
gruesome crimes and saving lives.
El Buscador (The Browser) (Interviews)
A TV format centered on face-to-face inter-

The Luminaries (Drama, 6x60 min.)
Based on the best-selling and Man Booker
Prize-winning novel, an epic love story following Anna Wetherell as she sails to New
Zealand to make a living on the goldfields.
Expedition with Steve Backshall (Factual, 10x60 min.) A global series exploring
uncharted regions of our planet in a series
of epic world firsts.
Punk (Factual, 4x60 min.) Rock legend
Iggy Pop executive produces this series
that examines this DIY subculture of musical misfits and outcasts through interviews
with its pioneers.
Murder for Hire (Factual, 4x60 min.) Produced by Dick Wolf (Law & Order), delves
into the dark world of contract killings, following undercover officers who commit
their lives to stopping murder-for-hires
before they happen.

GAUMONT
O (1-424) 281-5200
m sales@gaumont.com

Complicated
Ciega a Citas (Date Blind) (Comedy,
10x30 min.) Some people spend a lifetime looking for true love; Lucia has only
258 days.
The Box (Kids reality format) Talent show
for kids (aged 5 to 14), where viewers will
see, for the first time, a social media star
born on TV.
Vloggers—The Calizo Project (Docureality) Goes behind the scenes of the world
of YouTube and vloggers, and combines
their world with the world of television.

FREMANTLE
O (44-207) 691-6457
m general.enquiries@fremantle.com

w www.fmscreenings.com

NATPE Budapest Suite: 222
Contact: Nick Pawsey, VP, sales & dist.;
Petya Gargova, sales coord.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Beecham House (Drama, 6x60 min.) From
BAFTA-nominated writer, director and producer Gurinder Chadha comes an epic drama
following the fortunes of the owner and staff
of splendid Beecham House.
Baghdad Central (Drama, 6x60 min.) A
crime thriller set in the ruins of a fallen city.

w www.gaumont.us

NATPE Budapest Stand: VB 20
Contact: Cecilia Rossignol, VP, intl. TV
sales; Rod Rodrigo, exec. dir., intl. TV sales.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Narcos (Drama, 50x60 min.) Chronicles
the real-life rise to global power and wealth
story of the world’s most infamous drug
lords. The latest installment explores the
origin of the modern war on drugs with
Miguel Ángel Félix Gallardo at the helm of
the Guadalajara Cartel in the 1980s.
Murder in Lisieux (Drama, 1x90 min.)
The local police commander and a nun at
the historic Carmel of Lisieux chapel work
together to uncover the mystery behind a
dead body found in a newly restored statue
of Saint Thérèse.
NOX (Drama, 6x60 min.) A Creation
Originale series produced for Canal+
about a retired cop forced back into
action when her daughter disappears into
the Paris underground.

Village and discovers how magical
Christmas is after all.
Bionic Max (Kids 6-11 animated comedy
adventure, 52x11 min.) A bionic guinea pig
and his goldfish best friend break out of
their lab and embark on life as express
delivery boys in the middle of Central Park.
Belle and Sebastian (Kids 5-9 animated
comedy adventure, 52x11 min.) Tells the
outdoor adventures of a courageous young
boy, Sebastian, and his huge white dog,
Belle, who will rush to anybody’s rescue,
friend or foe, no matter what the risk.
Calimero (Preschool animated comedy,
64x13 min.) With his big heart, three eager
companions, and an old mill teeming with
incredible inventions, Calimero tries to put right
all those things in life that are just not fair.

GLOBAL AGENCY
O (90-212) 241-2693
m info@theglobalagency.tv

w www.theglobalagency.tv

NATPE Budapest Suite: 217
Contact: Şenay Taş, sales dir., CEE.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Sisters (Drama, ongoing) Love and betrayal
drive sisters apart with an enmity deep
enough to poison their daughters’ lives
when they later cross paths, leaving them
destined to face the same ordeal.

Sisters

Bionic Max

Baghdad Central

5

The Art of Crime (Drama, 16x60 min.) A
hotheaded detective teams up with an art
historian from the Louvre to delve into mysteries that capture French culture and history.
Hannibal (Drama, 39x60 min.) Explores
the early relationship between psychiatrist
Dr. Hannibal Lecter and the young FBI
criminal profiler who is haunted by his ability to empathize with serial killers.
Shoelaces for Christmas (Holiday, 1x90
min.) A self-absorbed teenager learns the
true meaning of Christmas spirit through
the support of her family and an unexpected
encounter with a very special young girl.
A Christmas Village (Holiday, 1x90
min.) To save her reputation, Piper agrees
to work for the owner of a failing Santa’s

Gulperi (Drama, ongoing) A woman struggles to fulfill her dreams in the face of a
tyrannical family determined to control her
every step, battling alone to win the hearts
of the children turned against her and carve
out the loving life she craves.
Evermore (Drama, S1: 51x60 min., S2:
129x60 min., S3 ongoing) The passionate
love between a wealthy businessman and
a poor singer struggles to survive in a battle
against deep-rooted family traditions that
prize power over romance.
Daydreamer (Dramedy, ongoing) A funloving daydreamer sets off on a tumultuous
journey of romantic adventure, leaving
behind her father’s grocery store to tame
the wild heart of a world-famous photographer and teach them both about love.
Waves (Drama, 113x60 min.) A rich Istanbul
family, after losing its fortune to greed,
must build a modest new life in Bodrum,
where they all have to learn to ride the
waves of love, ambition and deception that
swirl around this Aegean peninsula.

GET DAILY NEWS ON DRAMA
SUBSCRIBE HERE: SUBSCRIPTIONS.WS
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Upgrade (Reality game-show format) The
game show that comes into the viewers’
homes and offers them the chance to
upgrade their old household items by
answering trivia questions.
Battle of the Couples (Reality format)
Eight famous couples are each given
€50,000, which they fight to hold onto by
completing challenges until there is only
one pair left.
Auction Queens (Fashion format) People
come on the set to sell women’s clothes or
accessories, carefully pre-selected by the
production, at auction.
Fixing the Family (Fact-ent. format, 60 min.
eps.) Home renovation is a real full-scale test
of the strength of a couple, but it’s also a great
occasion to get things straight, to help each
other and to rediscover each other.
Ready for a Baby (Factual/reality format, 60
min. eps.) Millennial couples who are expecting get into an accelerated program to get prepared for parenting before their baby arrives,
guided by a panel of three experts and supported by established families.

GRB STUDIOS
O (1-818) 728-4140
m sales@grbtv.com

w www.grbtv.com

NATPE Budapest Stand: MT 18
Contact: Gary R. Benz, CEO; Mehmet
Gunduz, VP, intl. sales & acq.; Melanie
Torres, sales cnslt.; Torquil Macneal, sales
cnslt.; Anthony Kimble, sales cnslt.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Untold Stories of the E.R. (Health,
140x60 min. & format) These real stories
demonstrate the dramatic nature of medicine practiced under pressure.
Executed (Crime, 6x60 min.) Examine
shocking stories of heinous crimes and
hear from the experts who will offer insight
into the depraved minds of these coldblooded killers.

GMA WORLDWIDE
m gwi@gmanetwork.com

w www.gmaworldwide.tv

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
For Love or Money (Drama, 25x45 min.)
Will a devoted wife let her fidelity be shaken
and give in to an indecent proposal if it is
the only way to save her husband’s life?
Love You Two (Drama, 25x45 min.) Sisters Raffy and Sam had a perfect relationship until they unintentionally fell in love
with the same guy.
The Silent Thief (Revenge drama,
50x45 min.) In Jessie’s quest to find her
abducted son, she uncovers secrets that
will point to unlikely suspects and will
push her to the limit.

The Silent Thief
Borrowed Embrace (Drama, 25x45 min.)
Miren and Adrian discover that the child they
adopted is the daughter of the man responsible for the death of their only child.
Revenge (Drama, 60x45 min.) A fraternity
hazing leads to the death of a dear son and
uncovers old wounds among three mothers at odds with each other.
To the One I Love (Drama/romantic comedy, 35x45 min.) Gelay struggles to get to
the bottom of her father’s murder while trying to figure out the affairs of her own heart.
Written in the Stars (Drama/musical,
35x45 min.) A young singer’s rise to fame
leads to the unraveling of her true identity
and the despicable secrets of her family.

IMAGINA
INTERNATIONAL SALES

(A COMPANY OF THE MEDIAPRO STUDIO)

O (34-917) 285-738
m info@imaginasales.tv

w www.imaginasales.tv

NATPE Budapest Suite: 249B
Contact: Marta Piedade, sales exec.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Juan for President (Comedy, 8x30 min.)
They were looking for a serious, charismatic
politician. Instead, they got Juan, a Minister
of Agriculture aiming to reach the Presidency
of the government.
Side Games (Thriller, 8x50 min.) An
ambitious executive for a regional soccer
club will be immersed in a thrilling game of
corruption, violence and power.
I’m Alive (Thriller, 26x70 min.) After being
sent back to Earth to hunt down his own
murderer, Inspector Vargas learns that
second chances don’t come for free.
Paradise (Thriller, 8x50 min.) “Little Finland,”
Southern Spain. A detective arrives to help
local authorities solving murders investigations. In a place so bright, the truth is hard
to see.
To Serve & Protect (Soap opera, 400x70
min.) Two policewomen at the heart of a
rough neighborhood. A worldly officer and a
rookie face the daily struggles and misdemeanors of a suburban police station.
Locked Up (Drama/thriller, 16x50 min.,
19x50 min., 8x50 min., 8x50 min.)
Macarena is a girl with a fragile appearance
who fell in love with the wrong man. In her
new locked-up life, she will discover a
completely different world and a tougher
version of herself.

On the Case
Cashed Out (Factual, 10x60 min.)
Whether it’s drugs, dishonest accountants,
or greedy parents, our Hollywood insiders
know the real stories behind your favorite
celebrities’ massive fortunes and fallouts.
Showdown of the Unbeatables (Competition, 9x60 min. & format) Inventors and
entrepreneurs pit their products and
machines against each other in the ultimate head-to-head battle.
On the Case (Crime, 226x60 min.)
Explore intriguing murder mysteries
through in-depth interviews with witnesses
and suspects and examine the forensic evidence that helped unravel the mystery.
Irreconcilable Differences (Factual,
10x60 min.) Our panel of industry insiders
exposes the details of Hollywood’s most
controversial divorces.
Man At Arms (Docuseries, 18x60 min.)
Expert craftsmen recreate deadly, iconic
weapons from film, TV and video games,
while historians explore their real-life origins as game changers in the art of war.
Whacked Out Sports (Clip show,
100x30 min.) Features hysterical professional and amateur sports mishaps, crashes
and bloopers from all around the world.
Full Force Nature (Weather/disastertainment, 24x30 min.) Experience all types of
natural disasters, from a storm chaser
caught in the eye of a hurricane to a snowboarder trapped in an avalanche.
Occult Crimes (Crime, 20x60 min.) The
stories of murderers who take their orders
from Satan; these real-life demons are
determined to gain immortality by committing heinous murders.

Paradise
Love to the Test (Game show, 107x45
min.) A show where real couples share their
love story before a jury panel who, in turn,
will test their relationships in eight steps.
All About Flamenco (Art doc., 1x85 min.)
The A to Z of Flamenco, delivering a journey
through its roots and essence. Featuring the
greatest artists of today and celebrating
real legends.
Money Balls (Quiz show, 45 min. eps.) It
takes four balls and a daring brain to make
your day and win at this new fast-paced
quiz show.
Forever Or Never (Reality/dating show,
50 min. eps.) The first dating show that
takes you to the future to decide your present. We are giving our candidates the
chance to meet their potential life partners
as they could be three times their age, then
twice their age.

INTER MEDYA
O (90-212) 231-0102
m info@intermedya.tv

w www.intermedya.tv

NATPE Budapest Stand: 7
Contact: Ahmet Ziyalar, COO; Pelin Koray,
sales exec.; Sinem Aliskan, sales exec.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Bitter Lands (Drama) The story of a legendary love that begins in Istanbul during
the 1970s and continues in the fertile lands
of Çukurova in southern Turkey through the
trials of evil, ambition and tyranny.

Broken Wings
Flames of Desire (Drama, 186x45 min.)
In an effort to become friends again after a
huge dispute, Bayram and his best friend,
Salih, plan to marry their children to one
another when they are of age.
Broken Wings (Drama, 160x45 min.) A
family drama that shows us that even if
things go bad and everything turns upside
down, there is still light and hope.
Exathlon (Sports reality format, 150
min. eps.) Two teams of physically fit and
athletic contestants compete in highly
challenging parkours at specially built
locations.
The Perfect Couple (Reality dating format,
60-90 min. eps.) Eleven men and eleven
women looking for love compete for rooms in
a luxurious house in the Caribbean.
The Pit (Drama, S1: 107x45 min., S2)
Çukur, one of the most dangerous neighborhoods of Istanbul, is ruled by the Koçova
family. Although they are closely related to
crime, the family has its own rules.

KANAL D INTERNATIONAL
O (90-212) 413-5666
m sales@kanald.international

w www.kanald.international

NATPE Budapest Suite: 219
Contact: Ekim Koyuncu, sales exec., CEE;
Salmi Gambarova, sales exec., CIS & Asia.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Ruthless City (Drama, ongoing) Seher’s life
changes dramatically when her mother-in-law
makes a deal to sell one of her daughters to a
wealthy man from her hometown.
Afili Aşk (Romantic comedy, ongoing)
Ayşe, a poor girl, forces Kerem, the son of
one of the wealthiest families in Istanbul, to
marry her.

THE LEADING ONLINE DESTINATION FOR THE INTERNATIONAL MEDIA BUSINESS.
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Price of Passion (Romance drama,
32x130 min./95x45 min.) Ferhat is a hit
man working for his criminal uncle. Asli is a
young and idealistic doctor. One day, their
paths cross in the most unexpected way.

Leyendas (Telenovelas) A package of legendary telenovelas, including such classics
as La Amazonas, Pasionaria, Kaina, Alba
Marina, El País de las Mujeres, La Revancha
and Mundo de Fieras.

MONDO TV GROUP
O (39-06) 8632-3293
m silvia.darchivio@mondotvgroup.com

w www.mondotvgroup.com

from all over the world—and under the
water.
Misho and Robin (Animation, 30x5 min.)
Misho and Robin stumble from adventure
to adventure, always learning something
new and always having fun.
Brewster the Rooster (Animation, 26x7
min.) Brewster the Rooster and Maggie
discover answers to questions only
preschoolers ask. Through creative thinking,
they come up with many possible answers.

NATPE Budapest Stand: MT 24
Contact: Alessandro Venturi, intl. sales
mgr.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
MeteoHeroes (2D comedy adventure,
52x7 min.) The show addresses issues like
climate change, ecology and respect for
nature through the amazing adventures of
six children who transform into superheroes with power over the weather.

the clichés and court propaganda to reveal
who Victoria really was: a strong-willed
and passionate woman as well as an
intrepid monarch.
Beauty and Despair—Austria’s Empress
Sisi (History, 1x52 min.) Who is really behind
the myth of Sisi? The unexpected discovery of
her chief of staff’s diaries enables this documentary to look at Elisabeth’s life.
Beer-tastic! (Leisure & lifestyle, 4x52
min.) Follow beer sommelier and author
Conrad Seidl on a tasty journey around the
globe to discover famous beer styles and
experience new flavors.
Fish Ahoy! (Leisure & lifestyle, 6x25 min.)
A series all about taking a sustainable, conscious approach to what we eat—more precisely, catching, cooking and preserving
only native fish species.
Walking on Sunshine (Series, 10x45 min.)
The series is set in the weather department of
the Austrian public broadcaster and is about
the people who forecast the weather.

The Day Henry Met...?

Afili Aşk
Wounded Love (Historical drama,
57x130 min./168x45 min.) The story of
one of the most tragic heroes of his time,
who is condemned to face the ruination of
his family while he can do nothing to stop it.
Double Trouble (Action drama, 12x135
min./40x45 min.) Two policemen who
hate each other make a common enemy.

MOBIUS.LAB
PRODUCTIONS
O (1-305) 442-3481
m azubizarreta@cisneros.com
Contact: Ailing Zubizarreta, VP, creative
services, Cisneros Media.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Food Pop (Docuseries/ent., 13x30 min.)
Highlights popular foods consumed worldwide, their evolution, influence on pop culture, and how their recipes change from
region to region.
AnimalFanPedia (Children’s, 52x11 min.)
Exposes young viewers to the wild world of
the animal kingdom, from insects to sharks
and every species in-between.

MeteoHeroes
Invention Story (CGI comedy adventure,
104x11 min.) Co-produced with York
Animation, the tale of a creative young fox
whose inventions delight the inhabitants of
Carrot Town and infuriate the angry, jealous mayor.
Sissi the Young Empress (CGI comedy
adventure, S3: 52x11 min.) Sissi has now
achieved her love dream with her beloved
Franz but still gets “in trouble” with the
Empress mother Sofia.
YooHoo to the Rescue (CGI comedy adventure, 52x11 min.) Five friends, based on the
wildly popular Aurora World plush toys, help
endangered animals in a show that aims to
inspire respect for the environment.

MONSTER
ENTERTAINMENT
O (353-1) 611-4934
m ben@monsterentertainment.tv

w www.monsterentertainment.tv

AnimalFanPedia
Killer Instincts (Docuseries/ent., 13x30
min.) With impactful imagery and engaging
narration, we will immerse ourselves in the
savage arena of the world’s deadliest animals.
Las Reinas (Telenovelas) All the titles in
this package offer powerful stories, worldclass casts, spectacular performances and
worldwide success. Remastered to offer
the best video and audio quality.

NATPE Budapest Stand: MT 20
Contact: Ben Murphy, sales exec.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Day Henry Met…? (Animation,
104x5 min.) Everyday Henry meets something new. Airing on Nick Jr. in 178 countries and on many other channels.
Earth to Luna! (Animation, 130x12 min.) A
preschool series all about Luna, a 6-yearold girl who is completely, undeniably and
passionately into just one thing: science.
Jungle Beat (Animation, 26x7 min./39x5
min.) CG-animated, self-contained, dialogue-free episodes focusing on different
animals and the bizarre situations they
encounter in nature.
I’m A Fish (Animation, 52x2 min.) Animated shorts showcasing sea creatures

GET GLOBAL MEDIA
NEWS IN SPANISH

Peek Zoo (Animation, 26x7 min.) Features a warm cast of humans and animals embarking on a series of hilarious
adventures.
Pikkuli (Animation, 26x5 min.) With family
and friends by his side, Pikkuli plays,
explores and learns how to share toys. Perhaps one day he will learn to fly, but for
now, he prefers bouncing.
Rocka-Bye Island (Animation, 26x11
min.) Through imagination and teamwork, the children learn about their world
and how it works, all with the support of
their many animal friends on the fantastical and enchanting Rocka-Bye Island.
Booba (Animation, 26x4 min.) A non-dialogue series following the adventures of a
joyful, funny and curious little creature
called Booba and his friends. They always
find themselves in hilarious situations trying to explore the world around them.

ORF-ENTERPRISE
O (43-1) 878-78-13030
m contentsales@orf.at

w contentsales.orf.at

NATPE Budapest Suite: 203
Sunny Side Booth: B11
Contact: NATPE Budapest—Johannes
Stanek, sales mgr. & Alexandra Hopf, sales
mgr.; Sunny Side—Monika Kossits, sales
mgr. & Marion Camus-Oberdorfer, sales
dir., GST & dist. investment.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Empire of the Vineyard (Wildlife &
nature, 1x52 min.) A well-tended vineyard
nurtures the quality of a wine over generations. But its micro world is an empire
fought every day.
Greece—The Wild Side (Wildlife &
nature, 2x52 min.) Greece is a land of
unique contrasts, with wild animals that
have disappeared from the rest of Europe.
Cuba’s Wild Revolution (Wildlife &
nature, 1x52 min.) Cuba is the largest
island in the Caribbean and one fifth of
its territory is protected habitat for spectacular wildlife.
Passion and Power—Queen Victoria’s
Secrets (History, 1x52 min.) Looks behind

Cuba’s Wild Revolution
Fast Forward (Series, 60x45 min.)
Angelica Fast is a successful investigator at
Vienna’s criminal investigation department.
The good-looking woman handles the balancing act between her job and parental
duties with humor.
The Return of Beauty. Arts and
Aesthetics (Music & culture, 1x40
min.) Beauty as a factor in the evaluation
and perception of art has been frowned
upon in the past decades.

RECORD TV
O (55-11) 3300-4022
m emendes@recordtv.com.br

w www.recordtvnetwork.com

Contact: Delmar Andrade, intl. sales dir.;
Edson Mendes, intl. sales mgr.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Jezebel (Soap opera) Tells the story of a
Phoenician princess who uses her beauty
and seduction power to achieve all she
wants.
Jesus (Soap opera) For the first time the
trajectory of the man who changed
mankind will be told in its entirety.
Leah (Series, 9x45 min.) At age eight, after
the death of her mother during Rachel’s
birth, Leah is forced to take responsibility
for the care of the newborn sister.
Apocalypse (Soap opera) A story of love,
spirituality and redemption in portraying
one of the most controversial topics in the
Holy Bible: the end of times.
The Rich and Lazarus (Soap opera,
187x45 min.) A love triangle develops
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between childhood friends Asher, Joanne
and Zach, who will also have to deal with
the invasion of Jerusalem by the king of
Babylon, Nebuchadnezzar.
The Promised Land (Soap opera,
179x50 min.) After Moses’ death, Joshua,
the new leader of the Hebrews, must fulfill
a difficult mission ordered by God: to command the 12 tribes of Israel in their conquest of Canaan, the Promised Land.

Jezebel
The Slave Mother (Soap opera, 151x60
min. 4K) The tale of the light-skinned slave
girl who was obsessively pursued by Mr.
Leôncio won over the world; none of this
story would have happened without the
characters of this series.
Moses and the Ten Commandments
(Soap opera, 242x60 min.) The story of
Moses, from his birth to the arrival of his
people in the Promised Land, through the
Red Sea crossing and the encounter with
God on Mount Sinai.

RIKI GROUP
O (7-812) 777-7788
m international@riki-group.com

w www.riki-group.com

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
BabyRiki (Musical edutainment, 156x5
min.) BabyRiki are tiny characters living in a
children’s bedroom. They explore and discover the world just like babies do.
Kikoriki (Comedy, 216x6.5 min. 2D,
51x11 min. 3D) Round-shaped funny creatures live in the beautiful fairytale land of
Kikoriki. Each has its own personality and
each story teaches valuable lessons.

Panda and Krash
PinCode (Science adventure, 104x13
min.) Grown-up Kikoriki characters rock the
world with their scientific superpowers and
tell the kids scientific facts in a most entertaining way.

Panda and Krash (Edutainment, 51x11
min.) Follows the adventures of an impulsive Krash and a loyal Panda as they come
to life every night in a toy store.
Tina & Tony (Comedy/adventure, S1:
52x5 min., S2: 52x5 min. in prod.) Two
best friends love playing games all the
time. In each episode they invent a new
game and follow their imagination.
Tommy
the
Little
Dragon
(Comedy/adventure, 52x5.5 min.) Tommy
is a soft toy who lives with a panda family
and comes to life only when kids are
around. He has magic soap bubbles, which
can transport the characters anywhere.
Beardy Bodo (Comedy/edutainment,
104x4 min.) A series that teaches kids to
read. Young viewers will be taken on a
journey from each individual letter to
reading exercises.
Question Club (Comedy/edutainment,
52x7 min.) Educational comedy series
about the world around us. In every
episode the characters receive a video
message from a child with a question,
which they try to answer.
Weatherville (Comedy/fantasy, 52x11
min.) Meteorological–psychological comedy
with an educational component.
Liry & Taya (Comedy/adventure,
52x11 min.) A magical story of a true
friendship between two girls full of
music and dancing.

RUSSIA TELEVISION AND
RADIO/SOVTELEXPORT
O (7-495) 955-8920
m ref.ste@vgtrk.com

w sales.vgtrk.com

NATPE Budapest Stand: MT 9
Contact: Maria Dorokhina, head, intl.
sales, worldwide, except CIS & Baltics.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Godunov (Historical drama, 17x52 min.)
Sixteenth century. The mysterious death of
the heir to the throne ends the rule of an
ancient dynasty. For the first time, the Russian
people elect a Tsar. It is Boris Godunov.
Blackout (Crime drama, 11x44 min.) In
turbulent 1990s Russia, a veteran of the
Soviet-Afghan war comes home to find a
completely different country. Unable to find
his place he arms himself again and commits an audacious robbery.
Two Tickets Home (Drama, 1x94 min.)
Lyuba, who lives in an orphanage and
dreams of becoming a stewardess, learns
that her father is alive and in prison for her
mother’s murder. Now revenge is her life goal.
Volition (Action, 4x44 min.) On holiday in
Thailand, Alexander’s daughter Sonia is
kidnapped by a local mafia boss—she is a
perfect donor for his terminally-ill child.
Both fathers will stop at nothing to save
their daughters.
Desperate Wives (Drama, 16x50-53
min.) Four Russian women—a teacher, a
ballet dancer, a nurse and a housewife—
find themselves on the brink of extreme
poverty in the turbulent 1990s. No challenge will stop them from earning a living
and supporting their families.
Anna Karenina (Drama, 8x42-47 min.)
New vision of Leo Tolstoy’s classic novel.
Late 19th century, Russian high society, St.
Petersburg aristocrat Anna Karenina enters
into a reckless love affair with the dashing
count Alexey Vronsky.

GET DAILY NEWS ON
EUROPEAN TELEVISION

T-34 (Engineering/WWII, 1x44 min.) T-34
is a legendary Soviet tank of World War II,
a symbol of unprecedented labor and the
feats of the Soviet people in the most
dreadful war of the 20th century.

Two Tickets Home
Leningrad: Day 901 (WWII, 1x44 min.)
A film about the first day after the Siege of
Leningrad ended, when people started to
realize that all the horrors were left
behind them.
Solgenitsin: Confession (Bio./culture,
1x64 min.) Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn talks
about the future of Russia and the world in
the 21st century. He discusses the moral
code, modern literature and, of course, tells
about himself and his very personal secrets.
Up to the Sky (Lifestyle, 1x44 min.) Sixteen brave girls, selected from all over Russia,
learn to drive powerful fighter aircrafts.

STUDIO 100 MEDIA & M4E
O (49-89) 960-855-0
m distribution@studio100media.com

w www.studio100.m4e.de

NATPE Budapest Stand: VB 34
Contact: Dorian Bühr, head, global dist.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Heidi (CGI adventure, S1-2: 65x22 min.)
Old and new adventures of the happy and
communicative orphan girl who handles all
challenges of everyday life with a smile.
Tip the Mouse (CGI preschool comedy,
S1-3: 104x7 min.) From a best-selling children’s book series, little Tip is pure fun and
curiosity for preschoolers. Season three
available summer 2019.

Heidi

Wissper (CGI preschool adventure/comedy, S1-2: 104x7 min.) Wissper is a little
girl who can talk to animals. She can sense
their feelings and thus she can help animals around the world.
Arthur and the Minimoys—The Series
(CGI adventure/fantasy, 26x24 min.) Arthur
found the world of the Minimoys and visits
his friends Selenia and Betameche. This time
the King of the Minimoys is organizing the
resistance against tyrant Malthazar.
Random & Whacky (Live-action comedy,
15x24 min.) Comedy series about a topsecret agency that solves the problems
faced by real-life kids.
Drop Dead Weird (Live-action comedy,
26x24 min.) Three Aussie kids trying to fit into
their new hometown are harboring an enormous secret: their parents are zombies.
Maya the Bee (CGI preschool adventure,
S1-2: 130x13 min.) Two seasons featuring
exciting adventures with Maya, the little bee
who is so unlike any of the other bees, and
her very best friends.
Mia and me (Fantasy/adventure, S1-3:
78x23 min.) The adventures of Mia and her
friends in the magical land of Centopia,
where they have to protect unicorns from
all kinds of villains.
The Wild Adventures of Blinky Bill
(CGI adventure comedy, 52x12 min.)
Without Blinky, Green Patch would be a
quiet refuge from the dangerous outback.
With this kid koala, everyday life spirals
into a chain of escapades.
Ghost Rockers (Live-action mystery,
209x12 min. & 1x92 min.) In teenage
soap-style, five friends with big dreams
and a raw musical talent discover haunted
spirits of an old rock band that help them
turn the tide.

TERRA MATER
FACTUAL STUDIOS
O (43-1) 87003-0
m office@terramater.at,

sven.westphal@terramater.at
w www.terramater.at
Sunny Side Booth: B10
Contact: Sabine Holzer, head, specialist
factual; Sven Westphal, snr. intl. coprod.
mgr.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Earth—The Nature of Our Planet
(Nature, 3x50 min.) Geological marvels,
spectacular weather, mysteries of the plant
and animal kingdoms are all inextricably
linked and shaped by air, land and water.
Mystery of the Celtic Tomb (Science,
1x50 min.) Amid the European Alps,
remarkable evidence of Celtic culture has
been found. It may be the first real evidence
of mystical rites from the dawn of the Celts.
Cantabria—Spain’s Magical Mountains
(Nature, 1x50 min.) The Cantabrian region
is a kingdom of forests, rough canyons,
high mountains and amazing wildlife, filled
with primeval landscapes where fantasy
and reality blurs.
The Sun—Inferno in the Sky (Science,
1x50 min.) Our sun is a dynamic star. The
most recent scientific findings and innovations are combined in this film to better be
able to cope with this inferno playing out in
the sky.
Dogs in the Land of Lions (Nature, 1x50
min.) A deeply intimate portrayal of selflessness and motherhood in the rare
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African Wild Dog plays out in the mistshrouded Zimbabwean hilltops.
Whale Wisdom (Nature, 1x50 min.) With
renowned filmmaker Rick Rosenthal we
embark on a journey to make first contact
with the culture of the whales.
Grasslands—North America’s Hidden
Wilderness (Nature, 1x50 min.) An
evocative exploration of a surprisingly wild
and little-known landscape in the heartland
of North America, featuring exciting new
animal behavior.

Cute Little Killers (Nature, 1x50 min.)
Scores of different little predators with
pouches live all across Australia. Meet
maniacs, wind-up killers and sweetfaced assassins in this entertaining
introduction to some of the world’s
least-known marsupials.
Dragons & Damsels (Nature, 1x50 min.)
More beautiful than butterflies, better fliers
than hummingbirds and with behavior as
intriguing and complex as either mammals
or birds, dragonflies and damselflies are
the ultimate insects.
Borneo—Earth’s Ancient Paradise
(Nature, 1x50 min.) Borneo’s varied habitats,
from the world’s oldest tropical rainforests to
some of its largest cave systems, have fueled
the evolution of the most bizarre and enigmatic wildlife on our planet.

ZDF ENTERPRISES
O (49) 6131-9910
m info@zdf-enterprises.de

The Worst Witch

NATPE Budapest Suite: 228
Contact: Mirela Nastase, dir., ZDFE.drama;
Anna Lena Funk, exec., ZDFE.drama; Marei
Bruckmann, dir., ZDFE.junior; Jan-Frederik
Maul, dir., ZDFE.junior.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
The Worst Witch (Kids live action, S3:
13x28 min.; total 39x28 min.) A children’s

Bobo (Preschool animation, 26x7 min.)
The cute little dormouse Bobo is fascinated
and thrilled by his immediate surroundings
as he explores the world around him. He
doesn’t hesitate but tackles life head on.
Buck (Kids live action, 33x15 min.)
Teenage life is a minefield for Elias. He
takes his mind off it by playing his favorite
video game, in which digital hero Commander
Buck always saves the day.

w www.zdf-enterprises.de

Borneo—Earth’s Ancient Paradise

TV series that follows the exciting adventures of trainee witch Mildred Hubble in the
magical world of Cackle’s Academy.

The Greatest Race (History/bio., 2x50
min. 4K) They were the superstars of their
time. Every child knew their names and
even emperors prided themselves on them:
the charioteers of ancient Rome.
Just Animals (Wildlife/nature, 10x50
min.) In this engaging series of documentaries, favorite creatures have been singled
out and showered with attention.
Planet of Volcanoes (Science/knowledge, 1x50 min. 4K) By meeting the people
and wildlife that live alongside the planet’s
volcanoes, we reveal the ways in which
they affect life on Earth.
Meet Your Ancestors (Docutainment, 45
min. eps.) Were your ancestors great
artists or prestigious people? And do you
really know the true story behind your family name?
Victor Lessard (Crime drama, 30x60
min.) Adapted from the bestselling novels
by Martin Michaud, this fast-paced psychological thriller tells the story of a driven
detective and his pursuit of the evil behind
unspeakable crimes.
Beyond Appearances (Family drama,
6x52 min. 4K) A tale of deception and
betrayal as it follows the disappearance
of the twin of a famous actress and
long-buried family secrets are revealed.
Wild District (Crime/suspense, 10x60
min.) From the creators of Narcos,
blends pure drama and action to tell the
story of a man who escapes the Colombian
armed conflict only to find himself facing a private war on two fronts.
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